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Abstract—The aim of this study was to investigate the
use of swept frequency eddy current testing to measure
each layer’s thickness in a layered structure. Theoretical
inference showed the impedance signal is an integrand of
shape function and generalized reflection function. Analytical
study indicated that the wavelength to maximize the shape
function is an indicator of a probe’s thickness measurement
ability. Comprehensive investigation revealed the reflection
coefficient of a layered structure could be considered a mod-
ification of that of a half space. The amount of modification
is a logarithmic linear function of plate thickness and thus a
characteristic feature for thickness estimation. The frequency
response of a double-layered structure depends, in addition
to layer-wise thickness and properties, significantly on the relation of the conductivities of the two layers. In order to
evaluate two closely attached layers, we introduced a novel variable, the derivative of impedance with respect to log scaled
angular frequency. Spectral analysis on impedance or the frequency derivative related quantities, such as extrema of the
real or imaginary parts of the variable, suggested it is possible to determine the top layer’s thickness using characteristic
features taken from high frequency signals, whereas the lower layer’s thickness using characteristic features taken
from lower frequency signals afterwards. The characteristic quantities derived from spectral analysis are conductivity
independent, implying of conductivity independent measurement. The analytical findings were experimentally verified,
suggested that it is possible to determine layers’ thicknesses by spectral analysis of swept frequency eddy current testing
signals.
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Index Terms— Electromagnetic measurements, frequency domain analysis, impedance, spectral analysis, thickness
measurement.

I. INTRODUCTION25

LAYERED structures are extensively used in industry and26

appliances [1]–[10] attributing to their excellent proper-27

ties against corrosion-erosion, high level of solidity, defense28

in depth and etc. The mechanical and physical properties29

and performance of a layered structure depend significantly30

on each layer’s thickness. A reliable thickness measurement31

technique is vital for layered structures’ quality monitoring32

and maintenance [1]–[11], [15], [17].33
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Eddy current testing (ECT) is one of the most intensively 34

studied technique for crack detection [9], [12]–[14] and thick- 35

ness measurement [4], [6]–[8], [10], [11], [15], [17]. The ECT 36

signal, generally the impedance change of inspection probe, 37

reveals the interaction between probe and test object, and 38

depends on probe geometry and setup, operating frequency, 39

and the test object’s geometry and electromagnetic properties. 40

Because of interaction and multi-interference of electromag- 41

netic fields, the ECT signals of a layered structure are integral 42

of all the layers. In order to characterize the layer of interest, 43

the interferences of other layers have to be excluded and the 44

signals of ‘this’ layer are used. We can also use characteristic 45

features that are sensitive to the particular layer but insensitive 46

to the others. 47

Conventional single frequency ECT is sensitive to a certain 48

depth of a test object according to electromagnetic theory. 49

The pulsed eddy current testing (PECT) technique, as a 50

time domain method, contains frequency rich information 51

and shows promising results in layered structures charac- 52

terization. However, Fourier transform and other advanced 53
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signal processing and interpolation are needed to abstract the54

characteristic features and link them with the layers [15],55

[16], [18]. Swept frequency eddy current testing (SFECT),56

as a frequency domain method, can provide information of57

different depths directly [6], [7], [17]. The frequency-wise58

response can be directly linked to the layers.59

Previous studies on PECT of a pipe covered by insulation60

and cover sheet showed that the PECT signals of a lay-61

ered structure could be decoupled to some degree in time62

domain [8]. The decay rate of time-varying signals is robust63

against the variation of a probe’s liftoff and inclination and64

applicable to pipe wall thickness assessment. References [11]65

and [17] showed that the thickness of a single conductive66

plate or a non-conductive coating on it could be estimated67

by spectrum analysis of swept-frequency eddy current testing68

(SFECT) signals. With regard to non-ferromagnetic conduct-69

ing plates of same thickness, identical ωσ , the product of70

angular frequency (ω) and electrical conductivity (σ ), yields71

identical ECT signal, whereas identical of ωσ is attainable72

by frequency sweeping. The extrema in the SFECT sig-73

nals spectrum, e.g., minimum of the normalized impedance’s74

phase or maximum of the normalized impedance’s real part,75

are characteristic quantities for thickness evaluation. Investi-76

gation of SFECT of air-gap-separated double-layered struc-77

tures [10] showed that signals of the two layers could be78

‘separated’ in frequency domain by differential operation [10].79

Thereby the top and the lower layers was characterized respec-80

tively using high frequency and low frequency signals. The81

differential with respect to log scaled frequency is almost82

invariant to the variation of air gap.83

Nonetheless, many issues remain in the electromagnetic84

measurement of layered structures. One is probe selection.85

References [11] and [17] showed that the measureable thick-86

ness changes with probe. To choose a comparable probe,87

we need to know the probe’s thickness measurement perfor-88

mance properly. The second is the enhancement of thickness89

assessment accuracy. The master curves being constructed90

in [11] and [17] are nonlinear. Characteristic features which91

are linearly correlated with thickness are sought for more92

accurate thickness estimation. The ultimate objective is to93

determine the thickness of each layer in a multilayered struc-94

ture, even without knowing the layer-wise electromagnetic95

properties. These three issues are addressed in this paper.96

We established characterization approaches on the basis of97

SFECT impedance signal analysis in [11] and [17]. In this98

study, we focused on more fundamental variables, the shape99

function and reflection coefficient, and constructed charac-100

terization scheme based on spectrum analysis. The findings101

were applied to impedance signals and verified analytically102

and experimentally.103

II. SHAPE FUNCTION AND A PROBE’S THICKNESS104

MEASUREMENT ABILITY105

As stated in [10], [11], [17], [18], [21], [22], layered106

structures are usually modelled by planar layers in the-107

oretical analysis. Consider of ECT using a self-induction108

coil (Fig. 1). The cylindrical air-cored coil (inner and outer109

Fig. 1. Modeling of eddy current testing of a layered structure.

TABLE I
COILS USED IN ANALYTICAL STUDY

radius r1 and r2, thickness H ) carrying alternating current of 110

angular frequency ω is placed on a test object with liftoff l. The 111

change of coil impedance due to induced eddy currents can be 112

calculated [11], [22] by 113

�Z (ω) = �R + jω�L 114

= j2πωμ0n2
cd

∫ ∞

0

χ2 (λ0r1, λ0r2)

λ6
0

115

×
(

e−λ0l − e−λ0(l+H)
)2

R (λ0) dλ0, (1) 116

where μ0 is the magnetic permeability of free space, ncd 117

the turn density of the coil. λ0, the integral parameter of the 118

Bessel function, is also considered as wavenumber [11], [12]. 119

In the integrand, R (λ0) is the reflection coefficient relevant to 120

test object [10]–[14], while χ2(λ0r1,λ0r2)

λ6
0

(
e−λ0l − e−λ0(l+H)

)2
, 121

the shape function S (λ0), solely depend on geometry and 122

setup of the probe coil. The rewritten of (1), 123

�Z (ω) = j2πωμ0n2
cd

∫ ∞

0
S (λ0) R (λ0) dλ0, (2) 124

indicates that the impedance signal is the integration of shape 125

function S (λ0) and reflection coefficient R(λ0). 126

The shape functions of the air-cored coils used in [11] 127

and [17], which are denoted respectively as COIL-6 and 128

COIL-4 in this paper, were calculated and correlated with 129

the thickness measurement ability. Table I is a list of 130

the specifics. The shape functions plotted in Fig. 2 shows 131

the change of shape function with wavenumber. S (λ0) of 132

COIL-4 and COIL-6 respectively reaches maximum at 133

wavenumbers 220.83 (1/meter) and 176. 66 (1/meter), indicat- 134

ing that a probe of particular dimension maximizes impedance 135

signal at a particular wavenumber. The correspondent wave- 136

lengths (1/wavenumber) are 4.4mm and 5.7mm, respectively. 137

Fig. 2(a) in [17] showed that COIL-4 is able to measure up 138

to 4mm thick conducting plates, and Fig. 5 in [11] showed 139

COIL-6 is able to measure up to 6mm thick plate. Note 140

that the measurable thickness is almost equivalent to the 141

wavelength that maximizes the shape function, suggesting the 142

wavelength an indicator of a coil’s thickness measurement 143
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Fig. 2. Change of the shape function value with wavenumber.

ability. In other words, we should choose a probe whose shape144

function is maximized at a wavelength longer than a given145

object’s thickness.146

III. THE GENERALIZED REFLECTION COEFFICIENT R̃12147

The reflection coefficient R (λ0) is decided by multi- trans-148

mission and reflection of electromagnetic waves between149

layers.150

Fig. 1 shows the ECT measurement of an N-2 layer structure151

that the probe is placed in region 1 (air); regions 2 to N-1 are152

the N-2 layers; region N is air below the structure. The z153

coordinate of the top layer is set to 0, and the z coordinate of154

the interface between regions i and i + 1 is denoted by −di ,155

thus the thickness of the ith layer, Ti , equals to di+1 − di .156

Waves generated by excitation coil in region 1 incident to the157

test object, transmit and reflect in the layers, a portion of the158

waves finally go back to region 1 and being received by pickup159

coil.160

Under the assumption that the material in each region is161

liner, homogenous and isotropic, and the wave propagates in162

the z direction, the transmission and reflection coefficients at163

the interface of the ith and the (i+1)th regions are respectively164

[18], [20],165

Ti,i+1 = 2μi+1kiz

μi+1kiz + μi ki+1,z
166

and167

Ri,i+1 = μi+1ki,z − μi ki+1,z

μi+1kiz + μi ki+1,z
(3)168

where μ is the magnetic permeability, k =
√

λ2
0 + jωμσ, σ is169

the conductivity and ω the angular frequency. The generalized170

reflection coefficient at the interface of the ith and the (i+1)th
171

regions is172

R̃i,i+1 = Ri,i+1 + R̃i+1,i+2e−2ki+1 Ti

1 + Ri,i+1 R̃i+1,i+2e−2ki+1 Ti
, (4)173

where R̃i+1,i+2 stands for subsurface reflection.174

After multi- transmission and reflection, part of the waves175

is received by the pickup probe in region 1. Therefore,176

R̃1,2, the generalized reflection coefficient at the interface of177

regions 1 and 2, is equivalent to the R(λ0) in (1) and (2).178

Fig. 3. Reflection and transmission of plane wave in eddy current
measurement of a half space.

Without reflection between the Nth and the hypothetical 179

(N + 1)th regions, R̃N,N+1 = 0, R̃i,i+1 and eventually the 180

R̃1,2 can be solved recursively. 181

The reflection coefficient provides insight into the ECT of 182

layered structures and directly reveals the correlation between 183

physics variables. The impedance is the integrand of shape 184

function and generalized reflection coefficient R̃1,2. 185

From simplicity to complexity, hereafter we investigated the 186

R̃1,2 of ECT measurement of a half space, a single plate, 187

and a two-plate stack and found out characteristic quantities 188

which are linearly correlated with thickness. In sequence the 189

structure of the latter is more complicated than that of the 190

former, and the reflection coefficient of the latter is considered 191

as a modification of that of the former. 192

A. Conductive Half Space 193

Fig. 3 shows the reflection and transmission of plane 194

waves in ECT measurement of a half space: a portion of 195

the incident waves reflect at the interface and the left trans- 196

mit into the half space (region 2). Without reflection in 197

region 2, the generalized reflection coefficient R̃1,2 is equal 198

to the reflection coefficient R1,2. By the way, in region 1, 199

σ1 = 0 and μ1 = μ0, hence k1 = λ0, and R̃1,2 = R1,2 = 200

μ2k1−μ1k2
μ2k1+μ1k2

= μ2λ0−μ0k2
μ2λ0+μ0k2

, where k2 =
√

λ2
0 + jωμ2σ2. For non- 201

ferromagnetic materials, μ2 = μ0, thus 202

R̃1,2 = λ0 − k2

λ0 + k2
= − jωμ0σ2

(λ0 + k2)
2 . (5) 203

The square term in the dominator and the negative sign in the 204

numerator of R̃1,2 in (5) demonstrate the fact that the reflection 205

is opposite to the incident. Equation (5) also reveals that R̃1,2 206

depends on the relative magnitudes of jωμ0σ2 and λ0. The 207

amplitude of R̃1,2 is small for poor conductors, or when the 208

measurement is carried out at low frequencies. In contrast, R̃1,2 209

is large for good conductors or high frequency measurements. 210

When jωμ0σ2 � λ2
0, R̃1,2 ∼= −1, indicates nearly total reflec- 211

tion of the incident wave. Large |R̃12| also means large signal 212

and highly sensitive measurement. The forgoing analysis also 213

supports the general knowing that ECT is applicable to good 214

conductors and prefer to be carried out at high frequencies. 215

B. A Single Plate and Characteristic Quantities Linearly 216

Correlated With Plate Thickness 217

Fig. 4 shows ECT of a conducting plate of thickness T2 that 218

R̃1,2 = R1,2 + R̃2,3e−2k2T2

1 + R1,2 R̃2,3e−2k2T2
, (6) 219
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Fig. 4. Reflection and transmission of plane wave in eddy current
measurement of a single plate.

where R1,2 is equal to the generalized reflection coefficient220

of a half space. In other words, the R̃1,2 of a plate is a221

modification of that of a half space. R̃2,3e−2k2T2 changes with222

plate thickness and diminishes to 0 when T2 → ∞, suggesting223

of emulating a half space using a sufficiently thick plate.224

Taking into consideration that R̃2,3 = R2,3 = −R1,2, (6) is225

modified to226

R̃1,2 = R1,2 − R1,2e−2k2T2

1 − R2
1,2e−2k2T2

. (7)227

The |R2
1,2e−2k2T2 | in the dominator is always smaller than 1.228

If |R2
1,2e−2k2T2 | � 1, Taylor expanding of R̃1,2 yields229

R̃1,2 = R1,2

(
1−e−2k2T2

) (
1+ R2

1,2e−2k2T2 + R4
1,2e−4k2T2 +. . .

)
230

= R1,2− R1,2e−2k2T2 + R3
1,2e−2k2 T2 − R3

1,2e−4k2T2 + . . .231

(8)232

Therefore, the modification of the generalized reflection233

coefficient from a half space to that of a single plate is234

approximately (T2 is denoted as T for simplicity)235

�R̃1,2 = R̃1,2 − R1,2236

= −R1,2e−2k2T + R3
1,2e−2k2T − R3

1,2e−4k2T + . . .237

∼= −R1,2

(
1 − R2

1,2

)
e−2k2T . (9)238

Noting in polar complex form,239

−R1,2

(
1 − R2

1,2

)
=

∣∣∣R1,2

(
1 − R2

1,2

)∣∣∣ e jθ ,240

and241

e−2k2T = |e−2k2T |e jβ, (10)242

hence243

�R̃1,2 =
∣∣∣�R̃1,2

∣∣∣ ejα =
∣∣∣R1,2

(
1 − R2

1,2

)∣∣∣ |e−2k2T |e jθ
e jβ,244

(11)245

where
∣∣∣�R̃1,2

∣∣∣,
∣∣∣R1,2

(
1 − R2

1,2

)∣∣∣ and |e−2k2T | are modulus246

of complex numbers that247

∣∣∣�R̃1,2

∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣R1,2

(
1 − R2

1,2

)∣∣∣ |e−2k2T |, (12)248

where R1,2

(
1 − R2

1,2

)
is determined by operating fre- 249

quency and the plate’s electromagnetic properties. The argu- 250

ments of complex numbers, α = arg
(
�R̃1,2

)
, θ = 251

arg(R1,2

(
1 − R2

1,2

)
) and β = arg(e−2k2T ) satisfy α = θ + β. 252

|�R̃1,2| in log scale, ln|
(
�R̃1,2

)
| ≈ 253

[ln| (R12) (
(
1 − R2

12

) | − 2k2T, is approximately a linear 254

function of thickness T , whereas 2k2, the slope of the 255

linear plot, varies with material property and frequency. The 256

identical of the phase angles, α = θ + arg(e−2k2 T ), shows 257

that the phase of �R̃1,2, α, is also a linear function of 258

thickness T . θ is a constant decided by material property and 259

frequency. 260

Hereinabove linear relation has been confirmed by following 261

analytical examples. The assumed ECT measurements were 262

conducted by COIL-6 on non-ferromagnetic conducting plates 263

made of material ‘A’ (conductivity 10MS/m). The presumed 264

plates are sufficiently large that edge effect is negligible. The 1, 265

2, 3, 4, 5 mm thick ‘A’ plates are respectively denoted by ‘A’, 266

‘AA’, ‘AAA’, ‘AAAA’ and ’AAAAA’ ( one letter represents 267

1mm, the same hereinafter). The liftoff is 0.5mm, and the 268

frequency sweeps from 20Hz to 300 kHz, with 60 discrete 269

frequencies in regular interval of log scale. 270

The generalized reflection coefficients and SFECT 271

impedances of each plate were calculated. Fig. 5 shows 272

the R̃1,2 of the plates and a half space (the wave 273

number is λ0 = 176.66(1/meter) that the COIL-6’s 274

shape function is maximized, the same hereinafter). Since 275

R̃1,2 ≈ R1,2
(
1 − e−2k2T2

)
, where R1,2 is the generalized 276

reflection coefficient of a half space, the R̃1,2 curves line up 277

in order by T2. 278

The change of generalized reflection coefficient, �R̃12 = 279

R̃12 − R̃hal f space ≈ −R1,2e−2k2T2 , is plotted in Fig. 5(b). 280

The modulus and phases of �R̃1,2 at arbitrary frequencies 281

(999Hz and 5100Hz here) were plotted against thickness 282

in Fig. 5(c). Both ln |
(
�R̃1,2

)
| and arg(�R̃1,2)are linearly 283

correlated with T2, whereas the slope of the curve changes 284

with frequency. The aforementioned analytical example con- 285

firmed the logarithmic linear relation between �R̃1,2 and plate 286

thickness. 287

What we measured, however, are impedance or voltage 288

signals. Since the impedance is the integration of reflection 289

coefficient and shape function, very likely it has a similar log- 290

arithmic linear relation with plate thickness. In the following 291

investigation, we emulated a half space by an assumed 30mm 292

thick plate, which is much thicker than the COIL-6’s mea- 293

sureable thickness. The normalized impedance Znor [11], [17] 294

of the ‘half space’ and the assumed plates were calcu- 295

lated using the equations elaborated in [11], [17] and [22]. 296

The changes of normalized impedance from a half space, 297

�Znor(= Znor − Znor |hal f space), are plotted in Fig. 6(a). 298

Note the �Znor curves are similar in shape with the �R̃12 in 299

Fig. 5(b) but 90 degrees rotated (note the complex operation, 300

j , in Eq. (2)). The �Znor curves also line up in thickness 301

order. The phases and amplitudes of �Znor at 999Hz and 302

5100Hz were calculated and plotted against T in Figs. 6(b). 303

ln | (�Znor ) | and arg(�Znor) change linearly with T . 304
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Fig. 5. Generalized reflection coefficient of single plate.

In order to elucidate the effects of material property305

described by Eq. (13), we made similar analytical investigation306

on assumed ‘B’ plates whose conductivities are 1/5 of that of307

material ‘A’. Fig. 6(b) shows the change of the curve’s slope308

with frequency and conductivity.309

Hereto we analytically confirmed the linear relation between310

the novel characteristic features and a single plate’s thickness.311

This linear relation is expected to lead to more accurate312

thickness assessment.313

C. Reflection Coefficients of two-Plate Stacks314

Fig. 7 shows a double-layered structure, a two-plate stack.315

Regions 1 and 4 are air; regions 2 and 3 are conducting316

slabs. The frequency responses are more complicated and the317

characterization is more difficult.318

Fig. 6. Change of normalized impedance and thickness.

Fig. 7. Reflection and transmission of plane wave in eddy current
measurement of a two-plate stack.

R̃1,2 in (6) is also valid for a double-layered structure, 319

whereas the R̃2,3 is 320

R̃2,3 = R2,3 + R̃34e−2k3T3

1 + R2,3 R̃34e−2k3T3
321

∼=
(

R2,3 + R34e−2k3T3
) (

1 − R2,3 R34e−2k3T3
)
. (13) 322

Note R̃34 = R34 for double-layered structures. 323

Equation (13) indicates that R̃23 is decided by the reflection 324

between the two plates (R2,3), the reflection between the lower 325

layer and air (R34), and the thickness of the lower layer (T3), 326
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whereas327

R2,3 = μ3k2 − μ2k3

μ3k2 + μ2k3
= μ2

3k2
2 − μ2

2k2
3

(μ3k2 + μ2k3)
2328

and329

R3,4 = μ4k3 − μ3k4

μ4k3 + μ3k4
= μ0k3 − μ3λ0

μ0k3 + μ3λ0
. (14)330

Obviously, if there is no difference between the two plates’331

material properties, R2,3 = 0, the double-layered structure332

merges into a single plate. If the two plates are of different333

electromagnetic properties, however, the sign of R2,3 changes334

with μ2
3k2

2−μ2
2k2

3. For non-ferromagnetic conductive materials,335

R2,3 = jωμ0(σ2 − σ3)

(k2 + k3)2 and R3,4 = k3 − λ0

k3 + λ0
= jωμ0σ3

(k3 + λ0)2 .336

(15)337

R3,4 is always positive whereas the sign of R2,3 is con-338

ductivity dependent: If the top layer is more conductive,339

(σ2 − σ3) > 0, then R2,3 > 0, consequently R̃2,3 > 0.340

In contrast, if the top layer is less conductive, (σ2 − σ3) < 0,341

then R2,3 < 0. Equation (13) indicates the sign of R̃2,3 is342

determined by a relation between the magnitudes of R2,3 and343

R34e−2k3T3 : if
∣∣R2,3

∣∣ > ˜|R34e−2k3T3 |, R̃2,3 < 0; and vice versa.344

The R̃1,2(= R1,2+R̃2,3e−2k2 T2

1+R1,2 R̃2,3e−2k2 T2
) changes with R1,2 and345

R̃2,3e−2k2T2 . The percentage of the lower layer in the R̃1,2346

is determined by R̃2,3 and the top layer’s thickness T2. The347

lower layer is shielded by a thick top layer but becomes more348

distinguishable at low frequencies, suggesting of characteriz-349

ing lower layer using low frequency signals. Because R1,2 is350

always negative in sign, if (σ2 − σ3) > 0 and the top layer351

is essentially thick, the amplitude of R̃2,3e−2k2 T2 is smaller352

than that of R1,2, R̃1,2 = R1,2+R̃2,3e−2k2 T2

1+R1,2 R̃2,3e−2k2 T2
< 0. In contrast,353

if (σ2 − σ3) < 0, the sign of R̃2,3 is undetermined, neither354

that of R̃1,2.355

The change of R̃1,2 from that of a half space, �R̃1,2, is356

defined by357

R̃1,2 = R̃1,2 − R1,2 = R1,2 + R̃2,3e−2k2T2

1 + R1,2 R̃2,3e−2k2T2
− R1,2358

∼=
(

1 − R2
1,2

)
R̃2,3e−2k2T2

(
1 − R1,2 R̃2,3e−2k2T2

)
. (16)359

The real parts of
(

1 − R2
1,2

)
and (1 − R1,2 R̃2,3e−2k2T2) are360

larger than zero. If (σ2 − σ3) > 0, R̃2,3 > 0, as a result,361

Re(�R̃1,2) > 0. However, if (σ2 − σ3) < 0, the sign of �R̃1,2362

is undetermined.363

The following are analytical examples to illustrate the364

theoretical inference in detail. Note the total thickness ‘T2+T3’365

is limited to 6mm.366

1) The top Layer Is More Conductive: (σ2 − σ3) > 0:367

Fig. 8(a) shows polar plots of R̃1,2 of ‘TA + T �
B stacks that368

the conductivities of the top layer, σ2, and lower layer, σ3,369

are respectively 10MS/m and 2MS/m. The R̃1,2 of single-370

layered TAthick plates and ‘half space’ are also presented for371

comparison. As stated in the theoretical analysis, all R̃1,2 are372

smaller than 0 and all the R̃1,2 of layered structures are below373

Fig. 8. R̃1,2 and ΔR̃1,2 of two-layered stacks that the top layer is more
conductive.

that of a half space and line up in sequence by the top layer’s 374

thickness TA. Furthermore, the R̃1,2 of �T A + T �
B stacks are 375

sandwiched between those of TA mm and (TA + 1) mm thick 376

single-layered plates made of material ‘A’. 377

Fig. 8(b) shows �R̃1,2, the change from a half space, are 378

mainly in the 1st and the 4th quarters; almost all Re(�R̃1,2) 379

are of positive value. The �R̃1,2 curves of ‘TA + T �
B are also 380

sandwiched between those of TA mm and (TA + 1) mm thick 381

single-layered ‘A’ plates. 382

2) The top Layer Is Less Conductive: (σ2 − σ3) < 0: The top 383

layer in a TB + TA structure is less conductive, (σ2 − σ3) < 0. 384

Fig. 9(a) shows R̃1,2 of the ‘TB + TA’ stacks and that of TB 385

thick single plates. Different from that of TA + TB, R̃1,2 of 386

TB + TA are neither necessary below that of a half space, nor 387

line up in order by thickness. 388

Fig. 9(b) shows that the Re(�R̃1,2) of single TB thick 389

plates are generally larger than 0, whereas that of ‘TB + TA’ 390

are smaller than 0. The �R̃1,2 do not line up sequentially, 391

implying difficulty in thickness estimation of ‘TB + TA’. 392

In either case, the generalized reflection coefficient of a 393

double-layered structure is more complicated. 394

IV. EVALUATION OF A SINGLE PLATE’S THICKNESS 395

We applied the findings on �R̃1,2 and �Znor to evaluate a 396

plate’s thickness. 397
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Fig. 9. R̃1,2 and ΔR̃1,2 of two layer stacks that the top layer is less
conductive.

A. Analytical Study of Single Plate’s Thickness398

Evaluation399

In most practical circumstance, a test object’s electromag-400

netic properties are unknown or inexact. The dependence of401

the characteristic features (section III B) on the frequency402

and material property (e.g., conductivity) impedes applying403

the linear relation (section III B) to practical inspection.404

In [11] and [17], we analyzed the impedance signals405

Znor in terms of ωσ and used characteristic quantities, such406

as the minimum phase of Znor and maximum value of407

Rnor (= Re(Znor ) in spectrum, to estimate the thickness of a408

conducting plate even without knowing its conductivity. This409

idea has been applied to �R̃1,2 and �Znor in this study.410

In order to clarify the effect of conductivity, the Znor and411

�Znor of ‘B’ plates were analyzed and compared to the412

ones of ‘A’ plates. We calculated the logarithmic value of413

the maximum |�Znor |, ln(|�Znor |max), of each ‘A’ and ‘B’414

plate and plot them against thickness T in Fig. 10(a). Despite415

the difference on conductivity, the ln (|�Znor |max) ∼ T plots416

of ‘A’ and ‘B’ plates of same thickness coincide exactly,417

suggesting ln (|�Znor |max) a proper characteristic feature to418

gauge the thickness of a plate even without knowing its419

conductivity.420

By the way, because �Znor is the difference by frequency421

between the impedances of a plate of certain thickness and422

Fig. 10. Identical of extrema over the spectrum of plates made of
materials A and B.

that of a half space, a significantly thick plate made of the 423

same material of the one to be characterized is needed but 424

not always available. Taking into account that for plates of 425

same thickness, same ωσ yields same Znor , hence identical 426

extrema in spectrum, such as Rnor |max and Znor |max(Rnor ), 427

we calculate the �Znor |max(Rnor ) of the to be characterized 428

plate by referring to Znor |max(Rnor ) of a ‘half space’ which 429

is available in master curve construction. Fig. 10 (b) shows 430

phases of �Znor |max(Rnor ) of ‘B’ plates that respectively 431

refer to 30mm thick ‘A’ plate and 30mm thick ‘B’ plate. 432

The consistent of the phases (Fig. 10(b)) demonstrates the 433

feasibility of gauging a single plate by referring to a master 434

curve, even without knowing its conductivity nor having a 435

‘half-space’ made of the same material. 436

Comparing with the characteristic features taken from Znor 437

[11, 17], the ones extracted from �Znor are highly linear 438

with plate thickness. More accurate thickness measurement 439

is expected. 440

B. Experimental Verification of Single Plates’ Thickness 441

Evaluation 442

The experimental setup employed in [11] and [17] was 443

adopted in this study. The COIL-6 was connected to an LCR 444

meter (HIOKI, IM 3536 [23]) and filled with 10mA constant 445

alternating current sweeping from 200Hz to 200kHz, with 446

300 equal intervals in log scale. 447

We measured the air-cored coil’s impedance, Zm0(ω), 448

and the impedance of the coil coupling with test objects, 449

Zm (ω) (the subscript m stands for measurement and 0 for 450
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Fig. 11. SFECT measurement signals of single plates.

test-object-free) and calculated the normalized impedance451

Zmnor = Rmnor + j Xmnor [11], [17]. The test objects452

are Aluminum plates (150mm(L)×150mm(W)×0.5mm/453

1mm/ 2mm (T)) and Aluminum alloy (Al5052) plates454

(150mm(L)×150mm(W)×3mm/ 4mm/5mm/ 6mm/8mm455

(T)). Because the measureable thickness of COIL-6 is 6mm,456

‘half space’ was emulated by the 8mm thick Al5052 plate.457

�Zmnor were calculated by referring to this ‘half space’.458

Fig. 11(a) shows the �Zmnor of the Aluminum and459

Al5052 plates in the complex plane. The �Zmnor of Alu-460

minum plates shift from that of Al5052 plates because of461

difference on conductivities [17]. The maximum of real parts462

of �Zmnor , (�Rmnor )max , are plotted against the plate thick-463

ness in Fig. 11(c). The log scaled (�Rmnor )max is linearly464

correlated with thickness, despite the difference on Aluminum465

and Al5052.466

Similar measurements were carried out on SUS304 plates 467

(150mm(L)×150mm(W)×0.5mm/1.0mm/2.0mm/3.0mm/ 468

4.0mm/5.0mm//6.0mm (T)). The �Zmnor of SUS 304 plates 469

were calculated by referring to the 8mm thick Al5052 plate 470

and plotted in Fig. 11 (b). The log scaled (�Rmnor )max are 471

plotted against thickness in Fig. 11(c). The (�Rmnor )max of 472

SUS304 plates is also a logarithmic linear function of plate 473

thickness. This consistency demonstrates the conductivity 474

independence of the relationship. 475

The experimental verification suggested the thickness of 476

a single plate can be assessed by using the conductivity 477

independent correlation between (�Rmnor )max and thickness. 478

V. EVALUATION OF DOUBLE-LAYERED STRUCTURES 479

The thicknesses of two closely attached plates in a double- 480

layered structure were evaluated using one set of SFECT 481

signals. 482

A. Analytical Study: the Derivative of Znor With Respect 483

to Log Scaled Angular Frequency 484

We characterized two air-gap-separated layers using low 485

frequency and high frequency signals in [10]. The signals 486

of two closely attached plates (Fig. 7) are more difficult to 487

separate. 488

Figs. 8(a) and 9(a) demonstrate the merging of R̃12 of 489

structures with same top layer at high frequencies. Same 490

behaviors are for Znor and related quantities, such as the 491

phase of Znor (Figs. 12(a) and 12(b)). Fig. 12 also shows the 492

merging of ‘TB +TA’ signals occurs at higher frequencies than 493

that of ‘TA + TB ’ because of lower conductivity of material 494

‘B’. Fig. 12(a) shows a minimum in the phase spectrum of a 495

‘TA +TB’ structure. For a ‘TB +TA’ stack, however, Fig. 12(b) 496

shows a local minimum followed by a local maximum at 497

higher frequencies in the spectrum. 498

The minimum phases of Znor of ‘TA + TB’ structures 499

were taken from Fig. 12(a) and plotted with respect to the 500

constituent in Fig. 13, showing the increase of phase|min with 501

TB for the stacks with same top layer. In other words, given 502

the top layer’s thickness, the lower layer’s thickness TB could 503

be assessed properly (Fig. 13). However, Fig. 12(a) shows no 504

clue on how to find out the top layer’s thickness. 505

For ‘TB + TA’ structures, the highly conductive ‘A’ layer 506

cannot be completely shielded by a thin top layer (e.g., TB = 507

1mm) so that TA could be determined by referring to a relation 508

between the phase of Znor and TA. However, in the case of a 509

thick top layer, the lower layer is deeply shielded. We have to 510

turn to more sensitive quantities. 511

The derivative of Znor with respect to log scaled angular 512

frequency (� = log ω), ∂Znor
∂� (= ω∂Znor

∂ω ), physically represents 513

the Znor per unit of �. The difference of Znor in the log scaled 514

frequency series, d f (Znor ), is defined by 515

d f (Znor ) |i = Znor |i+1 − Znor |i 516

= (d f (Rnor )+ jd f (Xnor ))|i , (i=1, N-1) (17) 517

where N is the number of discrete frequencies (N = 60 in the 518

analytical study). Because �� is same for equally distanced 519

log scaled frequencies, d f (Znor ) has similar physics meaning 520
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Fig. 12. Phases of Znor of double layered structures.

Fig. 13. Extreme values (minimum Phase of Znor) of ‘TA +TB’ structure.

as ∂Znor
∂� : the change of Znor with respect to every unit change521

in �.522

By the way, if Znor (ω) = |Znor | e jω = Rnor (ω) +523

j Xnor(ω), then524

∂Znor

∂ω
= j |Znor |e jω = j Znor (ω). (18)525

It implies the exchange of the real and imaginary parts’526

properties of Znor (ω) and ∂Znor
∂ω . Although |Znor | could be527

a function of ω so that ∂Znor
∂ω might be in a more compli-528

cated form, (18) gives hints on the relation between Znor (ω)529

and ∂Znor
∂� , e.g., characteristics of Re(Znor ) might appear530

in Im( ∂Znor
∂� ).531

As examples, Figs. 14 (a) and 14(b) show respectively Znor532

and d f (Znor ) of stacks whose top layer TB = 2mm (denoted533

by ‘BB’ in Fig.14). Both Znor and d f (Znor ) merge in the high534

Fig. 14. Complex plane plots of Znor and df(Znor) of double layered
structure ‘TB + T�

A that TB = 2mm.

frequency areas (enclosed by dotted ellipses), whereas extrema 535

appear in the areas enclosed by solid line. Note the difference 536

on lower layer exhibits in the real part of Znor (Fig. 14(a)) 537

but imaginary part of d f (Znor ) (Fig. 14(b)). Hereafter we 538

seek characteristic quantities from the spectrum of d f (Znor ) 539

for thickness evaluation. 540

1) Thicknesses of Layers in a ‘TA + TB’ Stack: Fig. 15 (a) 541

shows the phases of d f (Znor ) of ‘TA + TB’ structures. 542

We took the local maximal phase in high frequency range 543

(enclosed by the dotted line) and plotted them against TA in 544

Fig. 15(b). The diamond and error bar represent the average 545

and standard deviation of the maximal phases of ‘TA + TB’ 546

structures with same TA. The ones of single TA thick plates 547

are also presented. Fig. 15(b) shows the local maximal phase 548

appearing in high frequency range is mainly decided by the 549

top layer’s thickness TA, thereby TA can be assessed using 550

this feature. The minimal of the imaginary part of d f (Znor ) 551

were taken from the spectrum and plotted against the lower 552

layer’s thickness in Fig. 15(c). For structures with same top 553

layer, the minimum Im(d f (Znor )) increases with lower layer’s 554

thickness. Therefore, we can find out the top layer’s thickness 555

TA by referring to the local maximal phase of d f (Znor ) in 556

high frequency range (Fig. 15(b)), and then have the lower 557

layer’s thickness TB by referring to the minimum phase of 558

Znor (Fig. 13) or minimal Im(d f (Znor )) (Fig. 15(c)). 559
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Fig. 15. Phases of df(Znor) of ‘TA+TB’ structures (HF: High Frequency).

2) Thicknesses of Layers in a ‘TB+TA’ Stack: As an example,560

the spectrum of Im(d f (Znor )) of ‘TB + TA’ stacks that TB =561

2mm is presented in Fig. 16(a). Local minimums appear562

respectively in high frequency and low frequency ranges563

(enclosed by dotted line and solid line ellipses). The minimal564

values of all the possible constituents were taken. Fig. 16(b)565

shows the average and standard deviation of minimal566

Im(d f (Znor ) in high frequency range for structures with same567

top layer. This quantity decreases with top layer’s thickness,568

and the deviation is very small, suggested a valid characteristic569

feature to estimate top layer’s thickness. Fig. 16(c) shows570

the minimal taken from the low frequency range increases571

with lower layer’s thickness, for stacks with same top layer.572

Figs. 16(b) and 16(c) suggested that the two local minimal573

values are characteristic quantities for thickness evaluation:574

Fig. 16. Characteristic features taken from df(Znor) for thickness
estimation of ‘TB +TA’ stacks (HF: High Frequency; LF: Low Frequency).

the one appears in the high frequency range is for top layer’s 575

thickness TB and the one in the lower frequency range is for 576

the lower layer’s thickness TA. 577

In summary, we can estimate the thicknesses of two 578

closely attached plates by using the Znor or d f (Znor ) related 579

quantities. The top layer’s thicknesses can be estimated 580

by referring to d f (Znor ) related extrema appearing at high 581

frequencies, and the lower layer’s thickness by using extrema 582

of Znor or d f (Znor ) appearing at lower frequencies thereafter. 583

B. Experimental Verification of SFECT Measurement of 584

Two-Plate Stacks 585

Two-plate stacks were formed by SUS304, Al5052 alloy 586

and Aluminum plates whose conductivities increase sequen- 587

tially. The total thickness of a two-plate stack is lim- 588

ited to 6mm. Table II shows the possible constituents. 589
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TABLE II
CONSTITUENTS OF TWO-PLATE STACKS

The same measurement setting for single-layered plate was590

employed.591

1) The Top Layer Is More Conductive: A two-plate stack592

whose top layer is more conductive was formed by placing593

a piece of Aluminum or Al5052 plate on a SUS304 plate.594

Fig. 17(a) shows the grouping of Zmnor by top layer’s595

thickness. The number in circle indicates the top layer’s596

thickness in mm. The minimum in the spectrum of the phase597

of Znor were taken. The average and standard deviation of598

the phases of the two-plate stacks with same top layer were599

calculated and denoted by diamond and error bar in Fig. 17(b).600

Fig. 17(b) also shows the minimum phases of single-layered601

plates (denoted by hollow circle). The measurement results602

are very similar to the analytical results (Fig. 15(b)). Note the603

0.5mm, 1mm and 2mm thick top layers are made of Aluminum604

and the ones thicker than 3mm are made of Al5052. The605

correlation shown in Fig. 17(b) implies the independency of606

this characteristic feature on top layer’s conductivity.607

We investigated the frequency response of d f (Znor ) to608

evaluate the lower layer’s thickness. Fig. 17(c) shows, for609

stacks with same top layer, the minimum of the Im(d f (Znor ))610

increases with lower layer’s thickness. The slight difference in611

the d f (Xnor ) |min of stacks with thick top layers ( e.g., 4mm,612

5mm) also shows the difficulty in measuring the lower layer.613

The experimental results demonstrated the possibility of614

finding out the top Aluminum or Al5052’s plate’s thickness615

by referring to the minimum phase of Znor (Fig. 17(b)),616

and thenceforth estimate the lower SUS304 layer’s thickness617

by referring to the minimum of Im(d f (Znor )). Note these618

characteristic features are conductivity independent. In other619

words, the thickness of the layers can be evaluated even620

without knowing their conductivities.621

2) The Top Layer Is Less Conductive: A two-plate stack622

whose top layer is less conductive is formed by exchanging623

the position of the two plates in 1).624

Fig. 18(a) shows the Zmnor of this type of two-plate stacks625

are very complicated. We calculated the d f (Zmnor ) and ana-626

lyzed the frequency response of related variables. Fig. 18(b)627

shows the spectrum of Im(d f (Zmnor )) of stacks with 2.0mm628

thick SUS304 top layer. There are local minimal values in the629

spectrum of d f (Xnor ): The one in high frequency range is630

relevant to the top SUS304 layer, whereas the one appearing631

in low frequency range corresponds to both layers.632

The average and standard deviation of minimums in the633

high frequency range of stacks with same SUS304 top layer634

Fig. 17. Measurement of two-plate stacks that the top layer is more
conductive.

were calculated and presented in Fig. 18(c), showing the 635

minimum of d f (Xnor) in the high frequency range decreases 636

with the SUS304 layer’s thickness. The standard deviation is 637

very small. In other words, the minimal Im(d f (Znor )) in the 638

high frequency range is a characteristic feature to evaluate the 639

top layer’s thickness. Note the frequency used in this study is 640

not high enough to characterize 0.5mm and 1.0mm thick top 641

layers made of SUS304. 642

The minimum of d f (X nor ) in lower frequency range were 643

extracted and plotted against the lower layer’s thickness in 644

Fig. 18(d). This characteristic quantity increases with lower 645

layer’s thickness for stacks with same top layer. By the way, 646

the smooth change of d f (X nor ) with lower layer’s thickness, 647

regardless of the difference on material (Aluminum for plates 648

thinner or equal to 2mm, and Al5052 for plates thicker or equal 649
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Fig. 18. Measurement of two-plate stacks that the top layer is less
conductive. (LH: low frequency; HF: high frequency).

to 3mm), implying the conductivity independent of this fea-650

ture..651

The experimental verification suggests the feasibility of652

finding out the top layer’s thickness by using the minimal of653

Im(d f (Znor )) in high frequency range (Fig. 18(c)), and the 654

lower layer’s thickness by using minimal of Im(d f (Znor )) in 655

low frequency range (Fig. 18(d)). The thickness estimation is 656

conductivity independent. 657

VI. CONCLUSIONS 658

Prior work has showed it is possible to measure a single 659

conductive plate’s thickness regardless of the plate’s conduc- 660

tivity by SFECT. In this study we improved and extended the 661

existed work in three aspects: selecting a suitable probe for a 662

given object; enhancing the accuracy of thickness estimation 663

by finding out characteristic features linearly correlated with 664

thickness, and ultimately determining the thickness of each 665

layer in a double-layered structure. 666

The impedance signals are integrand of shape function and 667

reflection coefficient. Analytical study showed the wavelength 668

that maximizes the shape function is an indicator of an air- 669

cored coil’s thickness measurement ability, and was introduced 670

as a criteria for selecting a suitable probe for a given test 671

object. 672

Theoretical inference showed the generalized reflection 673

coefficient of a layered structure could be considered a modifi- 674

cation of that of a half space, similar is the impedance signal. 675

The logarithmic linear relation between the modification and 676

plate thickness inferred more accurate thickness evaluation. 677

With regard to a double-layered structure, the signal also 678

depends on the relation between the two layer’s conductiv- 679

ities. For the characterization of two closely attached lay- 680

ers, we introduced a variable equivalent to the derivative 681

of Znor with respective to log scaled angular frequency, 682

that is, the difference of Znor in the equally distanced log 683

scaled frequency series, d f (Znor ). Spectral analysis showed 684

the extremum of d f (Znor ) in high frequency range is relevant 685

to the top layer and therefore a characteristic feature to gauge 686

the top layer’s thickness, whereas the extremum, such as the 687

phase or magnitude of the imaginary parts, appear in lower 688

frequency range are relevant to both the top and lower layers. 689

Given the top layer’s thickness, the lower layer can be assessed 690

accordingly. The findings were experimentally verified. 691

So far, we provided an approach to determine layers’ thick- 692

nesses regardless of the layer-wise conductivities by spectral 693

analysis of SFECT. In this study, the number of closely 694

attached conductive layers is limited to two. The number of 695

layers and the margin of difference between the conductivities 696

are other concerns that need to be clarified in future studies. 697
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